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One of the fundamental challenges of communication networks is fairness. More precisely: the fair allocation of network
resources to communication flows. Currently, the network itself is mostly treated as a dumbmedium which provides all
its resources first-come-first-serve, and it is up to the hosts to ensure fairness. Consequently, hosts must not pick more
than their fair share of the available network resources, which is challenging. Below, we briefly argue why we believe that
the network should be ensuring fairness, not the hosts, and howwe can leverage programmable network device for this.

Classical transport protocols like TCP try to determine their fair share indirectly, which often fails in complex network
environments. The protocols do not have any knowledge of other flows in the network, and instead listen to network
signals like delay and packet loss to determine how much and how fast they can send. For example, TCP increases the
sending rate of flows over time until packets are dropped (indicating resource exhaustion), at which point it reduces the
sending rate. The concrete changes in sending rate are carefully designed such thatmultiple concurrent flows converge to
a fair steady state. If all hosts in the network were to use the same protocol, this would be feasible. But modern networks
carry traffic frommany different variants of TCP alone, among other protocols.

We argue that this is a fundamental design flaw that unnecessarily slows down the design of new and improved transport
protocols. On the one hand, having to consider ‘being fair’ to other protocols puts an unnecessary burden on protocol
designers, and this will only get worse in the future, withmore andmore protocols emerging. On the other hand, itmakes
adoption of new protocols difficult, as theymight not get their fair share from existing protocols.

Instead of hosts trying to figure out their fair share, we envision smart networks to take over this task: Like a scheduler in
an operating system, the network can supervise resource allocation, and with that, ensure fairness. In network devices,
resource allocation revolves nearly exclusively around the device buffer, which is typically a set of queues. The device
can control the in- and output to these queues, e.g. how many packets per second to enqueue and dequeue, as well
as manage the queues itself, e.g. using some queues with higher priority, or dropping packets when the queue grows
to long. Consequently, ensuring a fair resource allocation means designing an algorithm that intelligently manages the
device buffer. Programmable network devices offer the required level of control to monitor and control the buffer.

Our goal is to propose a buffer management algorithm that ensures fairness between different transport protocols. The
required workmay be separated into the followingmilestones:

1. Review literature for transport protocols and fair resource sharing.

• Understand different classes of congestion control algorithms, e.g. different TCP variants [4, 6] or modern
alternatives such as BBR [2]; in particular which signals they use, and how they react to them.

• Chooseasuitable fairnessmetricandunderstandwhichscenarios result inunfairnessbetweendifferentclasses
of congestion control algorithms [1,3,5].

2. Setting up a network simulation using ns-3 to reliable reproduce an unfair scenario.

3. Investigate how the observed unfairness is reflected in the device buffer.

4. Propose a buffer management algorithm to ensure fairness.

5. Test the proposed algorithm, potentially on real hardware.



Requirements

• Some familiarity with communication networks, in particular with the basics of congestion control.

• Background in game theory and/or control.

• Skills in programming, simulation and data analysis.
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